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Green Court launched by CODIC creating focal point for inner Váci 
Corridor 

Budapest, January 23, 2019 – Codic International, the Brussels-based developer,
announced that construction has commenced on the office component of Green 
Court, their latest mixed-use development to be realized in partnership with the 
Hungarian Pesti Házak and the Austrian Venta Group. The project is located in 
Budapest on Dózsa György út, the new focus point of the inner Váci corridor. The 
project incorporates Green Court Office, a 21,000 sqm GLA office development, and 
Green Court Residences, comprising two residential buildings with 275 apartments. 
The apartments will be occupied by the end of this year, and the office project is 
scheduled to be handed over in 2020 Q4. Colliers International and Jones Lang 

LaSalle have been appointed co-exclusive leasing agents for the office development.   

Codic is renowned in Budapest as the developer of the successful 17,000 sqm GLA 
Krisztina Palace, completed in 2010.  More recently, Codic has developed several prime 
buildings in its core business markets, including the Gateway and Passport Offices at 
Brussel National Airport, the high-end Royal-Hamilius development in the city center of 
Luxemburg, and the iconic Resonance and Network buildings in Paris.  

Green Court is designed to promote harmony and balance to its occupants. The mix of office 
and residential uses, strengthened by over 1,700 sq.m GLA of common service retail, 
creates an unheralded work-life balance in Budapest.  The combination of its prominent 



 

internal garden, the large terraces on each office floor and the adjoining Kassák park, 
provide this city-center project an unrivalled connection to its natural, green environment. 

The seven-storey Green Court Office development, just a few minutes' walk away from the 
M3 metro, bus and tram stops, has large and efficient floor plates, each with access to 
private terraces overlooking the spacious inner green park. The three basement levels 
accommodate 300 cars and more than 100 bicycles as well as changing and shower 
facilities. 

 
The acoustical and energy performance of the double-skin façade, smart building 
management system, and full-height 2.8-meter glass curtain-wall system will provide the 
occupiers an increased comfort and feeling of well-being in their workplace and contribute to 
Green Court’s BREEAM Excellent certification. The satisfaction of the building users is 
furthered by the furnished 3,300 sqm interior garden, many terraces, restaurant, café and 
other services located in the building as well as the excellent infrastructure of this downtown 
area with its many products and services. 

The 21,000 sqm office building is an ideal solution for one or two companies seeking a 
headquarters building due to the double lobby design and the flexible floor plates of over 
2,400 sq.m. which can be flexibly partitioned to each tenants’ demand. 

“Among the several new developments Codic plans to undertake in Budapest in the 
foreseeable future, Green Court Office is the first to start and will complete the Green Court 
development complex of which the residential part has already met a tremendous 
commercial success. The offices are designed, finished and equipped to the usual high 
standards of the Codic Group and located in the new focus of the inner Váci Corridor, 
nestled in a “green lung” neighbourhood on Dózsa György út  – explained Christophe 
Boving, Head of Development in charge of Hungary.  

CODIC International has been operating as a real estate developer since 1970.  
The Group focuses its developments on multifunctional projects, offices, business park and 
shopping center on a European level. Each of its projects share the same concern for the 
best location, the quality of programming, a clear architectural identity, the use of high 
technology, beautiful landscaping and the engagement of sustainable development for their 
buildings. 



 

CODIC has taken its know-how in Belgium (1970), Luxembourg (1989), France (1990) and 
Hungary (2006). Over the last ten years, the Group has developed almost 1 million square 
meters. www.codic.eu  
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For further information, please contact 

 
Melinda Szilágyi, Leasing and Marketing Manager 
CODIC Hungary 
Phone: +36 1 266 6000 
Email: m.szilagyi@codic.eu 

 

Boldizsár Horváth, Senior Associate 
Marketing & PR, Colliers International Hungary 
Phone: +36 1 336 4202 
Email: boldizsar.horvath@colliers.com 
 
Anikó Nagy, Marketing Manager 
Jones Lang LaSalle 
Phone: +36 1 489 0202 
Email: aniko.nagy@eu.jll.com 

 
 

  



 

English version for International distribution –CEE market 
 

CODIC launch new office and residential development in Budapest 
   
Budapest, January 23, 2019 – Codic International, the Brussels-based developer, 
announced that construction has commenced on the office component of Green 
Court, their latest mixed-use development to be realized in partnership with the 
Hungarian Pesti Házak and the Austrian Venta Group . The project will be a focal point 
of the inner Váci corridor, the most popular office submarket in Budapest. The project 
incorporates Green Court Office, a 21,000 sqm GLA office development, and Green 
Court Residences, comprising two residential buildings with 275 apartments.  The 
apartments will be occupied by the end of this year, and the office project will be 
handed over in 2020 Q4. Colliers International and Jones Lang LaSalle have been 

appointed co-exclusive leasing agents for the office development.   
 
 
Codic was founded in 1970 and has been active in Budapest since 2006, developing the 
successful 17,000 sqm GLA Krisztina Palace. Codic has recently developed a number of 
prime buildings in its core business markets, including the Gateway and Passport Offices at 
Brussel National Airport, the high end, mixed-use Royal-Hamilius development in the city 
center of Luxemburg, and the iconic Resonance and Network buildings in Paris.  
 
Green Court is designed to promote harmony and balance to its occupants. The mix of office 
and residential uses, strengthened by over 1,700 sq.m GLA of common service retail, 
creates an unheralded work-life balance in Budapest.  The combination of its prominent 
internal garden, the large terraces on each office floor and the adjoining Kassák park, 
provide this city-center project an unrivalled connection to its natural, green environment. 



 

 
The seven-storey Green Court Office development, just a few minutes' walk away from the 
M3 metro, bus and tram stops, has large and efficient floor plates, each with access to 
private terraces overlooking the spacious inner green park.  The three basement levels 
accommodate 300 cars and more than 100 bicycles as well as changing and showers 
facilities. 

. The acoustical and energy performance of the double-skin façade, smart building 
management system, and full-height 2.8-meter glass curtain-wall system will provide the 
occupiers an increased comfort and feeling of well-being in their workplace and contribute to 
Green Court’s BREEAM Excellent certification. The satisfaction of the building users is 
furthered by the furnished 3,300 sqm interior garden, many terraces, restaurant, café and 
other services located in the building as well as the excellent infrastructure of this downtown 
area with its many products and services. 

The 21,000 sqm office building is an ideal solution for one or two companies seeking a 
headquarters building due to the double lobby design and the flexible floor plates of over 
2,400 sq.m. which can be flexibly partitioned to each tenants’ demand.

“Among the several new developments Codic plans to undertake in Budapest in the 
foreseeable future, Green Court Office is the first to start and will complete the Green Court 
development complex of which the residential part has already met a tremendous 
commercial success. The offices are designed, finished and equipped to the usual high 
standards of the Codic Group and located in the new focus of the inner Váci Corridor, 
nestled in a “green lung” neighbourhood on Dózsa György út  – explained Christophe 
Boving, Head of Development in charge of Hungary.  

CODIC International has been operating as a real estate developer since 1970.  
The Group focuses its developments on multifunctional projects, offices, business park and 
shopping center on a European level. Each of its projects share the same concern for the 
best location, the quality of programming, a clear architectural identity, the use of high 
technology, beautiful landscaping and the engagement of sustainable development for their 
buildings. 
CODIC has taken its know-how in Belgium (1970), Luxembourg (1989), France (1990) and 
Hungary (2006). Over the last ten years, the Group has developed almost 1 million square 
meters. www.codic.eu  
 



 

Source: Colliers International, Jones Lang LaSalle, Codic 
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